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Abstract

Aspect term extraction and opinion word extraction are two
fundamental subtasks of aspect-based sentiment analysis.
The internal relationship between aspect terms and opinion
words is typically ignored, and information for the decision-
making of buyers and sellers is insufficient. In this paper, we
explore an aspect–opinion pair extraction (AOPE) task and
propose a Question-Driven Span Labeling (QDSL) model
to extract all the aspect–opinion pairs from user-generated
reviews. Specifically, we divide the AOPE task into aspect
term extraction (ATE) and aspect-specified opinion extrac-
tion (ASOE) subtasks; we first extract all the candidate as-
pect terms and then the corresponding opinion words given
the aspect term. Unlike existing approaches that use the BIO-
based tagging scheme for extraction, the QDSL model adopts
a span-based tagging scheme and builds a question–answer-
based machine-reading comprehension task for an effective
aspect–opinion pair extraction. Extensive experiments con-
ducted on three tasks (ATE, ASOE, and AOPE) on four
benchmark datasets demonstrate that the proposed method
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art approaches.

Introduction
An aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) task involves
identifying opinions expressed toward specific entities, e.g.,
the price of a laptop (Li and Lam 2017). This task involves
two closely related subtasks: Aspect term extraction (ATE)
and opinion word extraction (OWE). As a fundamental sub-
task of an ABSA, the objective of the ATE is to extract the
aspect term (i.e., a word or phrase) that describes an attribute
or feature of an entity in a given sentence (Pontiki et al.
2014, 2015, 2016). The purpose of the OWE is to extract
opinion words, which are expressions carrying subjective
emotions in a sentence (Liu, Xu, and Zhao 2014). Earlier
works focused only on the ATE task (Jakob and Gurevych
2010; Li et al. 2010; Liu, Xu, and Zhao 2012; Mukherjee
and Liu 2012), and did not consider the internal relation-
ship between ATE and OWE subtasks. None of these works
could provide sufficient information for the decision-making
of buyers and sellers.
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Figure 1: Example showing the differences between ATE,
OWE, and AOPE tasks.

To solve these issues, the potential opinion information
in a sentence has been utilized to improve the performance
of the ATE task (Liu, Xu, and Zhao 2012; Liu et al. 2013;
Li and Lam 2017). Moreover, studies have shown that using
the information of the aspect terms and opinion words in
a sentence can help to mutually improve the performance of
ATE and OWE tasks (Wang and Wang 2008; Qiu et al. 2011;
Liu et al. 2013; Yu, Jiang, and Xia 2019). Although these
approaches outperform conventional ones, the objective is
to extract the aspect term set and/or opinion word set from
a given sentence, rather than extracting the aspect–opinion
pairs, which have great significance in reality.

Therefore, in this study, we focus on an aspect–opinion
pair extraction (AOPE) subtask for ABSA, which aims to
extract all the aspect–opinion pairs from a review text. For
instance, in the sentence “Great food, nice-looking menu
and great service.” the words “food”, “menu” and “service”
are aspect terms, whereas the words “great”, “nice-looking”
and “great” are their corresponding opinions; these can be
extracted by the ATE and OWE tasks, respectively. How-
ever, the AOPE task involves extracting the aspect–opinion
pairs set {<food, great>,<menu, nice-looking>,<service,
great>}. Figure 1 illustrates the detailed difference between
the ATE, OWE, and AOPE tasks.

The aspect–opinion pairs can ensure a more fine-grained
sentiment analysis for review texts and will benefit many
downstream applications such as opinion summarization
and product profiling (Zhao et al. 2020). By referring to the
aspect–opinion pairs in a review sentence, customers can
rapidly obtain a glimpse of the pros and cons of a prod-
uct or service. Despite the significance of ABSA, few works
have studied AOPE tasks, owing to the following challenges:
(1) Pairing problems: for different aspect terms, the corre-
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Figure 2: Examples illustrating the challenges of the AOPE task.

sponding opinion words may be different, and vice versa;
(2) Overlapping problems: different aspect–opinion pairs
may overlap in a sentence; (3) Missing values problems: not
all aspect terms in a sentence have corresponding opinion
words; (4) Nesting problems: in reality, some words in a re-
view text may be labeled as part of both aspect terms and
opinion words (Yu, Jiang, and Xia 2019). Figure 2 shows
some examples of these challenges. For the missing values
problem, the blue underlined words indicate aspect terms
with no corresponding opinion words in the review text; for
the nesting problem, the words in green may be either an
aspect term or an opinion word.

To solve the above-mentioned challenges, we designed a
Question-Driven Span Labeling (QDSL) model to extract
aspect–opinion pairs from review texts. Our method decom-
poses the AOPE task into two subtasks: aspect term extrac-
tion (ATE) and aspect-specified opinion extraction (ASOE).
Specifically, we first extract all the candidate aspect terms
from the comment text; subsequently, we construct an aux-
iliary question for each candidate aspect term; finally, we
combine the special question constructed for each candi-
date aspect with the original review text as sentence pairs,
and naturally formulate the ASOE task as a machine-reading
comprehension (MRC) task. To sum up, we first extract all
the candidate aspect terms and then the corresponding opin-
ion words for each aspect term to solve the AOPE task. All
the aforementioned challenges in the AOPE task can be re-
solved with this design. In summary, the main contributions
of this paper are as follows:
• We explore an AOPE task and propose a QDSL model,

which divides the AOPE task into ATE and ASOE
subtasks. By this design, the negative effects of error
propagation and redundancy pairs faced by extract-then-
classify methods can be alleviated.

• We adopt a span-based rather than BIO-based tagging
scheme for extraction. The span-based tagging scheme
can be applied to complex situations where a token be-
longs to multiple different entities.

• We formulate the ASOE task as an MRC problem rather
than a sequence labeling problem. By solving the ASOE
task from this perspective, the QDSL model can better

capture the aspect-specified prior features and has excel-
lent interpretability.

• Extensive experiments were conducted on four datasets,
and the results show that our QDSL model can yield sig-
nificant performance improvement over state-of-the-art
approaches.

Related Work
The ATE has been extensively studied. Conventional meth-
ods for ATE tasks can be divided into unsupervised (Liu,
Xu, and Zhao 2012), semi-supervised (Mukherjee and Liu
2012), and supervised (Jakob and Gurevych 2010; Li et al.
2010) methods. Recently, deep neural network-based meth-
ods have shown significant performance improvement for
ATE tasks. For example, Xu et al. (2018) used a double
embedding-based CNN model to extract aspect terms. Un-
like most deep learning methods that treat ATE tasks as se-
quence labeling tasks, Ma et al. (2019) and Li et al. (2020a)
explored a seq2seq framework for ATE tasks. However,
these works extracted aspect terms without considering the
information of the opinion words in the sentences.

Recently, a new research direction, which aims at co-
extracting the aspect and opinion terms, has drawn increas-
ing attention in both academia and industry (Wang and Wang
2008; Qiu et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2013; Yu, Jiang, and Xia
2019). Some methods have achieved significant progress on
both subtasks. For example, Qiu et al. (2011) designed a
bootstrapping-based double-propagation mechanism to ex-
pand the initial opinion lexicon and extract targets. Liu et al.
(2013) utilize a partially-supervised word alignment model
to extract aspect terms and opinion words jointly. Recently,
other works have used a deep neural network-based multi-
task learning framework to jointly extract aspect terms and
opinion words from review texts (Wang et al. 2016, 2017;
Wang and Pan 2018, 2019; Yu, Jiang, and Xia 2019). These
approaches have outperformed conventional ones; however,
none of these works considered the aspect terms and opinion
words as pairs.

Only a few works have studied AOPE tasks. For example,
Klinger and Cimiano (2013a,b) and Yang and Cardie (2013)
explored joint learning models for AOPE tasks. However,
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed QDSL model.

these methods rely heavily on external syntax resources and
hand-crafted features. Recently, Zhao et al. (2020) devel-
oped a span-based multi-task learning framework for AOPE
tasks. Chen et al. (2020) proposed a synchronous double-
channel recurrent network (SDRN) to integrate high-level
interaction information for AOPE.

Unlike current works, our method use a deep neural
network to extract features automatically, without reliance
on external language knowledge and dictionary. Compared
with the current extract-then-classify methods (Zhao et al.
2020; Chen et al. 2020), our method yields better perfor-
mance and interpretability.

Methodology
Problem Definition
Given an input sentence S = {w1, w2, . . . , wN} with N
words, the objective of the AOPE task is to extract a set of
all <aspect, opinion> pairs P = {< at1, ow1 >, . . . , <
atm, owm >} from a sentence. Note that atm and owm

could be a single word or a phrase. Inspired by previous
works (Wei et al. 2020; Sun, Huang, and Qiu 2019; Li
et al. 2019), we process this task through a span-based ex-
traction approach in a question-driven manner. Formally,
we decompose the AOPE task into two subtasks: ATE and
ASOE. For the ATE subtask, the objective is to extract
a collection of all the explicitly mentioned aspect terms
AT = {at1, at2, . . . , at|AT |} from the review sentence S.
For the ASOE subtask, which is sometimes called target-
oriented opinion word extraction (TOWE) (Fan et al. 2019;
Wu et al. 2020), the objective is to identify and extract a
collection of all the corresponding opinion words OW =
{ow1, ow2, . . . , ow|OW|} for a given aspect term from the
review sentence. Finally, by combining the two subtasks, we
can extract all the aspect–opinion pairs in the sentence S si-
multaneously.

Model Description
Unlike previous works that typically extracted a set of as-
pect terms and another set of opinion words separately, our
objective is to extract all the aspect–opinion pairs from a

given sentence. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the pro-
posed QDSL model, which comprise two extractors: the as-
pect terms span extractor (ATSE) and opinion words span
extractor (OWSE). The details of each component of the
QDSL model are given in the following sections.

Encoder
BERT is the most commonly employed encoder for extract-
ing context-sensitive features for downstream tasks (Devlin
et al. 2019). In our model, we use BERT as a sentence en-
coder and joint encoder. In the sentence encoder part, BERT
was employed to encode context-related features for a given
sentence; in the joint encoder part, BERT was utilized to
encode the constructed auxiliary question and the original
sentence pair. Through the bidirectional self-attention mech-
anism in BERT, the prior information of the aspect term can
be encoded into the representation of the original sentence
for subsequent ASOE subtask.

Aspect Terms Span Extractor
We utilized BERT to generate bidirectional representations
HA = {hA

1 ,h
A
2 , . . . ,h

A
N} of the original review S , where

the superscript A indicates that the extracted feature was
used for the ATE subtask.

Previous works mostly formalized ATE as a sequence la-
beling problem based on the BIO (Xu et al. 2018) or BMES
(Yin et al. 2016) tagging schemes. However, these sequence-
labeling models can only assign one label to each token and
are unsuitable for complex situations where a token may be-
long to multiple entities (Li et al. 2020b). Inspired by the
recent advances in relation extraction (Wei et al. 2020), we
designed an ATSE to extract all the candidate aspect terms
in a review sentence. Specifically, we adopted a span-based
scheme rather than a BIO-based scheme to extract the aspect
terms, i.e., two binary classifiers are used to detect the start
and end positions of each aspect item:

pat−si = σ(wat−shA
i + bat−s) (1)

pat−ei = σ(wat−ehA
i + bat−e) (2)

where pat−si and pat−ei represent the probability that the i-
th word is at the beginning or at the end of an aspect term,
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respectively. The predicted results ŷat−si and ŷat−ei of the
ATSE task were generated from the predicted probability
distributions of pat−si and pat−ei :

ŷat−si =

{
1, if pat−si > 1− pat−si ;

0, else.
(3)

ŷat−ei =

{
1, if pat−ei > 1− pat−ei ;

0, else.
(4)

Note that we match each ŷat−si = 1 with its nearest ŷat−ei =
1 as a start–end pair to determine all the aspect terms in the
sentence.

The loss function for the aspect term extraction subtask
can be formulated using the binary cross-entropy error be-
tween the predicted and gold scores:

LATSE = Ls
ATSE + Le

ATSE (5)

=
N∑
i=1

∑
at∈{at−s,at−e}

BCE(pati , y
at
i ) (6)

where BCE is the binary cross entropy function.

Question Generator
This component plays an important role in our framework to
undertake ATSE and OWSE extractors. We must transfer the
extraction results of the ATSE to the OWSE component as
prior information to solve the ASOE subtask. Naturally, we
decided to formulate the ASOE subtask as an MRC problem
rather than a sequence-labeling problem. Therefore, the ob-
jective of the question generator is to generate appropriate
question sentences for the ASOE component. Inspired by a
previous work (He, Lewis, and Zettlemoyer 2015), for sim-
plicity, we generate one question for each aspect term atm
using a fixed template “What do you think about the atm?”
For example, given a sentence “I love the operating system
and the preloaded software,” the aspect terms are “operating
system” and “preloaded software”; thus, the generated ques-
tions are “what do you think about the operating system?”
and “what do you think about the preloaded software?”

Opinion Words Span Extractor
The OWSE is designed to extract all the opinion words given
the extracted candidate aspect terms and the original sen-
tence. Therefore, the OWSE should have the ability to gen-
erate aspect-specified features for extraction when given dif-
ferent aspect terms. In this section, we first introduce the
standard OWSE approach and then present the proposed
question-driven OWSE.

Standard OWSE For a given aspect term atm and the
original review S, we assume that atm = {wk, . . . , wl}.
The standard OWSE (Stand-OWSE) can extract the aspect-
specified sentence features via the following equations:

HO = {hO
1 ,h

O
2 , . . . ,h

O
n } (7)

hO
i = hA

i + vA (8)

vA =

∑l
i=k h

A
i

l − k
(9)

where the superscript O indicates the extracted feature from
BERT for the ASOE subtask. In the Stand-OWSE, hA

i can
be obtained directly from the output of the ATSE compo-
nent.

Question-Driven OWSE Unlike the standard OWSE, we
combine the generated auxiliary question sentence from the
question generator and the original sentence to generate a
sentence pair <Question, Answer>. For the example shown
in Figure 3, the new constructed sentence is “[CLS] what do
you think about the operating system? [SEP] I love the oper-
ating system and preloaded software. [SEP].” Subsequently,
the new sentence is encoded by BERT. Through the bidirec-
tional cross attention between the two sentences, the prior
information of the aspect term can be directly encoded into
the representation of the original sentence. Thus, we can ob-
tain the representation HO of the original sentence for the
ASOE subtask.

Similar to the ATSE, we still use span-based scheme to
extract the aspect-specified opinion words. Here, we define
the loss of the aspect-specified opinion extraction as Latm

OTSE.

Joint Learning
Finally, the overall loss function can be expressed as follows:

L = λLATSE + (1− λ)
∑

atm∈AT
Latm

OTSE (10)

where AT is the collection of all aspect terms, λ is a hyper-
parameter.

Experiments
Datasets
We evaluated the performance of our proposed QDSL model
on four public datasets obtained from SemEval 2014 Task
4, SemEval 2015 Task 12, and SemEval 2016 Task 5.
These datasets are widely used in ABSA tasks. We use
S14l, S14r, S15r, and S16r to denote SemEval-2014 Lap-
tops, SemEval-2014 Restaurants, SemEval-2015 Restau-
rants, and SemEval-2016 Restaurants datasets, respectively.
These datasets come from the SemEval challenge, in which
only aspect term annotations are provided. Therefore, Fan
et al. (2019) annotated the SemEval dataset with the corre-
sponding opinion words for each aspect term.

To ensure a comprehensive comparison, we designed
three different comparative experiments for the ATE, ASOE,
and AOPE tasks. Therefore, for the experiment on the ATE
subtask, we used the original SemEval datasets to compare
our method with the other methods and keep the official
data division of these datasets for the training, validation,
and testing sets. Table 1 lists the statistics of the original
dataset. For the experiment on the OWE and AOPE tasks,
we only used the datasets provided by Fan et al. (2019).
Similar to previous works (Fan et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2020),
we randomly split 20% of the training set as the validation
set. Table 2 lists the statistics of these datasets, where ap-
proximately 28.5% of the sentences have overlapping aspect
terms or opinion words.
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Datasets S14l S14r S15r S16r

Train Dev Test Train Dev Test Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

#Sen 3048 100 800 3044 100 800 967 36 466 1429 37 478
#Aspect 2325 49 651 3664 96 1130 1110 38 496 1609 49 562
#Sen w/ aspect terms 1492 40 422 2023 54 606 780 30 366 1147 31 390

Table 1: Statistics of the original SemEval datasets obtained from Pontiki et al. (2014, 2015, 2016).

Datasets S14l S14r S15r S16r

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

#Sentences 1151 343 1625 500 754 325 1079 328
#Aspect-opinion term pairs 1784 535 2892 939 1228 482 1710 514
#Sentences w/ overlapping 334 100 517 189 210 70 280 82

Table 2: Statistics of the datasets provided by Fan et al. (2019).

Experimental Settings
The pre-trained BERT model used in the QDSL model is
BERTBASE-UNCASED, which is trained on lowercased English
text. Based on the fine-tuning hyperparameters suggested by
Devlin et al. (2019), the learning rate was set to 5e-5, the
batch size was set to 16, and the dropout probability was
set to 0.1. We used AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter 2019)
to optimize the model parameters. In the experiment, we
trained a total of 40 epochs and selected the best perform-
ing model in the validation set for testing.

Compared Approaches
We conducted experiments on ATE, ASOE, and AOPE
tasks, and compared our method with the following state-
of-the-art approaches.

Aspect Term Extraction We compare the ATSE compo-
nent in the QDSL model with the following approaches for
the ATE task on the original SemEval dataset.

• CMLA (Wang et al. 2017): CMLA is a multilayer atten-
tion network that extracts aspect terms and opinion words
separately.

• HAST (Li et al. 2018): HAST exploits two useful clues,
namely opinion summary and aspect detection history, to
achieve more accurate aspect term extraction.

• Seq2Seq4ATE (Ma et al. 2019): For Seq2Seq4ATE,
the ATE task is formalized as a sequence-to-sequence
(Seq2Seq) learning task.

• BERT-ATE (Xu et al. 2019): BERT-ATE is a BERT-
based neural network model for the ATE task. In addi-
tion, this method uses the BIO-based tagging scheme for
extraction.

Aspect Specified Opinion Extraction We compared the
OWSE component in the QDSL model with the following
state-of-the-art approaches for the ASOE task.

• IOG-{Greedy,CRF} (Fan et al. 2019): IOG divides a
sentence into three parts based on the given aspect term,

and uses Bi-LSTM to capture the aspect-specified infor-
mation in these three parts. Finally, two different decoding
methods (Greedy decoding, CRF) were used to extract the
target-oriented opinion words.

• LOTN (Wu et al. 2020): LOTN uses the latent opinion
information in other sentiment classification datasets to
improve the performance of TOWE tasks.

Aspect–Opinion Pair Extraction We compared our
QDSL model with the following baselines to validate the
efficiency of our model for the AOPE task.

• HAST+IOG: This is a pipeline method that combines
HAST (Li et al. 2018) and IOG (Fan et al. 2019).

• JERE-MHS (Bekoulis et al. 2018): JERE-MHS is a
model for joint entity-relation extraction. This model can
simultaneously detect both entity types and relationship
types. Therefore, this method can be applied to AOPE
tasks.

• SDRN (Chen et al. 2020): SDRN is composed of an opin-
ion entity extraction unit, relationship extraction unit and
a synchronous unit to extract aspect-opinion pairs.

• SpanMlt (Zhao et al. 2020): SpanMlt formulates the
AOPE task as a joint term and relation extraction prob-
lem and develops a multi-task learning framework.

Evaluation Metrics
Following the evaluation metrics used in the previous work
(Chen et al. 2020; Zhao et al. 2020), we use the F1 score
metric to evaluate the performance of our model and the
compared approaches for the ATE, ASOE, and AOPE sub-
tasks. Note that an aspect–opinion pair is considered correct
if and only if both the aspect term and the corresponding
opinion word are predicted correctly.

Results and Discussion
We first conducted an experiment on an AOPE task to eval-
uate the performance of our QDSL model. We then con-
ducted experiments on ATE and ASOE tasks to prove that
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Methods Datasets

S14l S14r S15r S16r

HAST+IOG 53.41 62.39 58.12 63.84
JERE-MHS 53.34 66.02 59.64 67.65
SDRN 67.13 76.48 70.94 -
SpanMlt 68.66 75.60 64.48 71.78

Stand-SL 64.37 61.54 61.15 66.87
QDSL 70.20 78.05 71.22 77.28

Table 3: F1 scores for the AOPE task on four datasets.

Methods Datasets

S14l S14r S15r S16r

CMLA 77.80 85.29 70.43 72.77
HAST 79.52 85.61 71.46 73.61
Seq2seq4ATE 80.31 - - 75.14
BERT-ATE 79.28 - - 74.10

ATSE 84.27 87.85 77.72 83.34

Table 4: F1 scores for the ATE task on four datasets.

the ATSE and question-driven OWSE can significantly im-
prove the performance.

Results for AOPE Task The comparison results of the
AOPE task are reported in Table 3. According to the re-
sults, our QDSL model achieved the highest F1 score for
the AOPE task on the four datasets. The performance of
the Stand-SL model was lower than those of SpanMlt and
QDSL. This occurred because Stand-SL uses the standard
opinion word span extraction method and cannot accurately
extract the aspect-specified features required for the AOPE
task.

Figure 4 shows prediction results generated by the Stand-
SL and QDSL for some examples. As shown in the first and
fourth rows, Stand-SL cannot extract the aspect-specified in-
formation effectively, so the model attempts to extract the
same opinion words for different aspect terms. The QDSL
can accurately extract the required prior information for
the ASOE subtask. For the third and fourth cases, although
Stand-SL and QDSL have the same aspect term extraction
component, Stand-SL cannot extract all aspect terms accu-
rately, but QDSL does. This result indicates that QDSL can
better combine ATE and ASOE subtasks so that the two
components can benefit from each other. In addition, both
models can understand the complex semantic information
hidden in the sentences. For example, in the second sen-
tence, both models extract actual aspect opinion pairs that do
not even appear in the golden annotation. Evidently, QDSL
performs better. It even extracts nested aspect terms and
opinion words: “resolution” is not only a part of opinion
words, but is also an aspect term.

Result for ATE Task We compared the performance of
the ATSE component, namely ATSE, with those of the state-
of-the-art approaches for the ATE task. Table 4 lists the re-
sults. The results show that our model significantly outper-

Methods Datasets

S14l S14r S15r S16r

IOG-Greedy 71.35 80.02 73.25 81.69
IOG-CRF 71.39 80.24 73.51 81.84
LOTN 72.02 82.21 73.29 83.62

S-OWSE 64.98 57.81 65.98 73.31
QD-OWSE 80.35 87.23 80.71 88.14

Table 5: F1 scores for the ASOE task on four datasets.

forms existing methods. Because Seq2seq4ATE and BERT-
ATE are both methods based on BERT, the results also indi-
cate that the improvement achieved by ATSE is attributable
not only to BERT but also to the tagging scheme used in
the decoding stage. For the BIO-based tagging scheme, the
search space of the decoder will increase exponentially with
the sequence length, which will increase the difficulty of
modeling the relationship between tags. The span-based tag-
ging scheme used in our QDSL model can not only extract
the aspect term intuitively but can also reduce the parame-
ter space, making the model easy to optimize. Moreover, the
span-based approach can identify overlapping entities such
as “service” within “table service.”

Results for ASOE Task Table 5 lists the results for the
ASOE task. S-OWSE is the variant model that uses Standard
OWSE, whereas QD-OWSE is the variant model that uses
the question-driven OWSE. The results show that LOTN as
the state-of-the-art approach outperforms IOG, and that per-
formance of S-OWSE is lower than that of LOTN. However,
the QD-OWSE proposed in this paper yields a higher F1

score than LOTN. This shows that the proposed question-
driven method can accurately extract the aspect-specified
features required to perform ASOE subtasks.

Model Analysis
Base Encoder We further explored the effectiveness of the
different BERT encoders for our framework. The results are
listed in Table 6. QDSLRANDOM is the QDSL framework
in which the BERT parameters are randomly initialized.
QDSLFIXED is the QDSL framework in which the parameters
of the BERT embedding layers are fixed. QDSLFINE-TUNE is
the normal QDSL.

The results indicat that the pre-trained language model
is very important for BERT-based downstream tasks. Di-
rectly performing AOPE tasks on the BERT model with-
out pre-training does not yield good performance. In our
model, the parameters for sentence encoder and joinit en-
coder were shared; this enable the internal relationship be-
tween the closely related ATE and ASOE subtasks can be
better modeled, resulting in performance exceeding that of
the single-task model on both tasks.

Multi-task Setup Because our QDSL is a multi-task
learning framework, the loss function was composed of two
parts. Thus, we further investigated the balance between the
two subtasks for multi-task learning. We set different loss
proportions to train the model. Here, λ was varied between
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Figure 4: Examples predicted by Stand-SL and QDSL. 3 indicates a correct prediction, 7 indicates an incorrect prediction, and
O indicates a correct prediction not in the golden annotation.

Datasets
S14l S14r S15r S16r

ATE ASOE AOPE ATE ASOE AOPE ATE ASOE AOPE ATE ASOE AOPE

ATSE 84.27 - - 87.85 - - 77.72 - - 83.34 - -
QD-OWSE - 80.35 - - 87.23 - - 80.71 - - 88.14 -

QDSLRANDOM 52.57 48.11 29.47 62.40 50.68 35.48 54.05 48.53 32.83 57.11 52.52 33.67
QDSLFIXED 83.18 79.13 67.91 86.33 86.38 76.85 80.82 82.84 71.41 83.35 89.58 76.86
QDSLFINE-TUNE 84.31 81.07 70.20 86.75 87.41 78.05 80.86 82.32 71.22 84.89 88.78 77.28

Table 6: Results of QDSL with different base encoders.

0.1 and 0.9, and increased by 0.1. Figure 5 shows the re-
sults. Evidently, the performance of the model on these four
datasets is very stable, and the F1 score does not change
significantly with the change in λ. The experimental results
show that the QDSL model is robust and insensitive to the
hyperparameters.

Conclusions

In this study, we explored the AOPE task and designed a
QDSL model. Unlike existing extract-then-classify meth-
ods, we divided the AOPE task into ATE and ASOE sub-
tasks. Through this design, we overcame the drawbacks of
the current extract-then-classify methods for AOPE tasks,
and focused on designing an effective model for the ASOE
subtask to capture the aspect-specified information. Intu-
itively, we guide the ASOE subtask through a question to
formulate the ASOE subtask as an MRC task. This design
is extremely reasonable and explainable. Extensive exper-
iments on four datasets showed that the proposed method
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art models for AOPE
tasks. Our QDSL model can be used not only for aspect-
based sentiment analysis but also for aspect-level sentiment
classification (ASC) and aspect category detection (ACD).
In the future, we will apply our QDSL to these tasks.

Figure 5: F1 curves on four datasets for the three tasks using
the best model setup when adjusting the loss balance.
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